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ABSTRACT

An approximate model is proposed for water wave transformation over bottom inhomogeneities in water of the finite
variable depth. This model formed the basis for an effective numerical analytical method to calculate wave fields. Water
wave interactions with large isolated axisymmetric obstacles or a set of the same ones set out on permeable and nonperme
able grounds are investigated. Comparisons have been made with available solutions relating to various specific configura
tions and good agreement has been obtained in all cases. The effect of wave energy focusing has been found, causing the for
mation of a bottom erosion zone in the shadow domain near isolated obstacles and the essential increase of wave loads on the
shadowed body when the set of obstacles is considered.

Following the Galerkin procedure, the coefficients ifJi(x,y) are
determined from the requirement that the left part of Eq. 1 after
substitution of tPiN) instead of tP1 must be orthogonal to the func
tions Zi:

where ki(x,y) are the roots of the nondimensional dispersive equa
tion k tanh kHi=l.

Moreover, consider the function tPiN)(x,y,z), which approxi
mates the unknown velocity potentialtPl(x,y,z) in a domain under
consideration as:

where Ao = g/ol is the characteristic wave length for deep water.
The stars are dropped for simplicity of notation.

In order to obtain the equation of wave transformation in water

of finite variable depth, we use the Galerkin procedure, which
allows the exclusion of the vertical "nonwave" coordinate z

(Pelinovsky et aI., 1984). For this purpose we chose an infinite
sequence of the coordinate functions:

INTRODUCTION

The investigation of wave action on complex-shape construc
tive elements is one of the most important problems in offshore
design. The most commonly used way to calculate the wave loads
on large obstacles is to apply the numerical (FEM or BEM) meth

ods, which require essential CPU time and storage (Garrison,
1978; Zienkiewicz et aI., 1978). However, carrying out wide cal
culations to choose the optimal shapes and arrangements of struc

ture elements demands the development of appropriate approxi
mate models, which are free from the above limitations.

In this paper is proposed the approximate quasi-three-dimen
sionallinear model of wave transformation in water of finite vari

able depth. An effective numerical-analytical method is developed
to calculate the wave fields and wave diffraction interactions with

an isolated axisymmetric obstacle and a set of the same obstacles

set out on permeable or nonpermeable grounds.

APPROXIMATE QUASI -THREE-DIMENSIONAL
MODEL OF WAVE TRANSFORMATION IN WATER
OF FINITE VARIABLE DEPTH

Consider the wave motions of inviscid incompressible fluid in a

domain of variable depth H1(x,y) in a case of steady harmonic
oscillations with the frequency OJ and the amplitude A. The veloci
ty potentialtPl (x,y,z) satisfies the Laplace equation:

(1)

subject to the usual boundary conditions on the free surface and
seabed:

Zi(X,y,Z) = coshki(z+HI)/cosk;Hi, i= 1,2'00"

N

tP,IN)(X,y,z)= L,(/l;(X,y)Zi(X,y,Z)
i=!

N

< Zj' L,\72(ifJiZJ >=0
;=1

After introduction of the scalar product:

< f,h >=t,/('fhdz

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

z=O (2)

(3)

with the weight function:

Introduce the dimensionless variables:
we obtain from Eqs. 1-3 and 6 for N = I the equation (Yakovlev,
1985):
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